
• DMD Limited harnessed the Whip Media Exchange and the Demand Score to immediately tackle 
finding new media partners and help make content acquisition decisions

• From the seller’s standpoint, Kelly said the Exchange helped DMD Limited connect with a number of 
companies “very quickly”;From the buyer’s standpoint, DMD Limited used The Demand Score to make 
data-driven content decisions –rather than rely on rudimentary ratings, box office statistics, and “gut 
feel,” as Kelly said was done in the past

• As Lyle Stewart, DMD Limited’s head of distribution, EMEA, said: “From the buy side, 30 years ago we 
used to see what the reviews were on 'Siskel & Ebert' and use other softer metrics to decide if we 
bought a movie or not. Now, The Exchange is that next level of granularity that allows you to look at not 
just country-specific, but platform-specific information.”

• Content acquisition decisions will always be more “art than science,” both Kelly and Stewart agreed; 
but leveraging the Exchange’s features, from its avails data to its roster of clients to the Demand Score, 
has allowed DMD Limited “to be miles more scientific than we’ve been to date,” Kelly said
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The Challenge

DMD Limited, an international entertainment company focused on acquiring, packaging and distributing 
content for its own services and others, faced two key roadblocks before joining the Whip Media 
Exchange. 

The first hurdle for DMD Limited was a common one many other Exchange clients have faced: meeting 
new content partners.

“The biggest challenge is we would generally go to the content players we know, and we wouldn’t really 
meet the people we didn’t know,” DMD CEO Tony Kelly said. “And the secret is finding the people you 
don’t really know.” 

Secondly, locating content that appeals to audiences outside of its home market was critical. DMD Limited 
has a major LatAm presence, reaching more than 50 million people in Brazil, Mexico, Argentina and many 
other countries across the continent – making it especially important that its content transcends borders. 

The Solution
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The Demand Score Is the “New Language” of Content Acquisition 

DMD Limited has seen immediate results in using the Demand Score to drive deals. 

One recent example: a large LatAm client of DMD Limited’s had reviewed a number of titles and passed on 
one title they believed wouldn’t work in their market. DMD Limited talked to the client and pointed to the 
title’s strong Demand Score and showed there was good reason to believe LatAm fans would enjoy the title, 
a Scandinavian drama that had also performed well in its home market. The data swayed the client and a 
deal was made. Further, the series they took went on to exceed expectations, and the client was pleased 
enough to now use the Demand Score as a gauge for new ideas DMD Limited has. 

“Using that information and being able to put that in front of clients has been incredibly beneficial,” 
Stewart said. “It’s a huge feather in the cap of The Exchange.” 

DMD Limited has embraced the Demand Score to the point where it’s now integrated into its formal deals 
with clients. Recently, DMD Limited signed an output deal with a large, international production company to 
acquire TV content and weaved the Demand Score into the contract to make it a key metric for qualification 
to the output arrangement.

“We’ve incorporated saying ‘the Whip Media Demand Score will help us evaluate whether we take 60 
hours of content in the first year or 150 hours,’” Kelly explained. 

In a streaming-dominated world now, where the consumer can change what they’re watching at any 
moment, having quality content is more important than ever, Kelly said. And from what he’s seen so far using 
The Exchange, Kelly said “The Demand Score could easily be that new language” for helping buyers and 
sellers determine what content is worthwhile to pursue. 

The Demand Score has also become a key driver of revenue for DMD. Kelly shared that one of DMD 
Limited's deals -- with one of the largest telecommunications companies in LatAm -- has the company 
guaranteeing 1 million views on a set of content it has licensed; DMD Limited leaned on the Demand Score 
to find content that would resonate with the telecom's audience. Later, when that set of content received 7 
million views, it gave DMD Limited the ability to negotiate with confidence and earn a more favorable deal 
from the telecom. 

About DMD Limited

DMD Limited is a global entertainment company specializing in On Demand content including PVOD, SVOD 
and FAST. The London-based company is both a content buyer and seller that emphasizes programming 
that features well-known stars but wasn’t produced by the traditional Hollywood studios. DMD Limited, due 
to its global distribution network, reaches more than 40 million people. The company has especially strong 
ties to Latin America, where it is the most widely distributed aggregator of independent films. 
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